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We employ time reversal for deep subwavelength focusing in plasmonic periodic nanostructures. The strong
anisotropy enables propagating modes with very large transverse wave vector and moderate propagation
constant, facilitating transformation of diffraction-limited plane waves to high-K Bloch waves in the plasmonic
nanostructure. Time reversal is used to excite the waves in the nanostructure at the exact amplitude and phase
to focus the incident light to dimensions well below the diffraction limit at any point in the structure, exem-
plifying a true subdiffractional confinement and resolution.
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Focusing light to dimensions smaller than its wavelength
has gained increasing attention, both for its potential appli-
cations in lithography, spectroscopy, and telecommunication;
and the intriguing challenge of beating the diffraction limit.
Sub-� focusing of light was first achieved using very sharp
tips or nanoparticles,1–3 acting as “pointlike” scatters which
convert propagating waves to evanescent ones, with a rela-
tively low efficiency. Nanofocusing �NF� techniques, relying
on increasing the wave number during propagation in a plas-
monic waveguide of varying widths,4,5 offer a more efficient
conversion. While these schemes can provide good confine-
ment, they are rather complicated to fabricate, and limited to
a fixed focus point.

To date, deep sub-� focusing has not been achieved in
systems with translational symmetry �e.g., homogeneous me-
dia or photonic crystals�, as these are known not to support
the high k vectors required for the strong light confinement.
Such systems, however, can have flexible focus position, as
there is no predetermined structural focal point. Combining
the tunable capabilities of these systems with the strong con-
finement found in plasmonic structures, one could obtain a
powerful tool, applicable to numerous applications in lithog-
raphy, sensing and telecommunications. This combination is
found in plasmonic structures, for example, a metal-
dielectric multilayer �MDML� composite with nanoscale pe-
riod. These anisotropic translation invariant systems can sup-
port propagating modes with very large transverse wave
vector but with moderate wave numbers. Though being
simple and easy to fabricate, MDMLs are rich in their char-
acteristics and provide both intriguing physical behavior and
various applications.6–8 Recently, such a multilayer system
was proposed as a plasmonic lens,9 but owing to the lack of
coupling to the modes with large transverse wave vector, the
smallest focal spot obtained was limited by the index of the
surrounding medium �namely, � /2ndielectric�

Here, we present dynamic deep subwavelength focusing
in plasmonic nanostructures. These structures support propa-
gating modes with very high transverse wave vector, en-
abling the deep subwavelength confinement. At the same
time, the moderate values of the wave numbers �“propaga-
tion constants”� associated with these modes allow for trans-
formation of plane waves �that are diffraction limited in the
surrounding area� to the high-K modes of the plasmonic
structures. Using time reversal �TR�, we can excite these

modes with the proper amplitude and phase to control their
interference so as to create a highly localized focal spot
�down to 30 nm at 1.55 �m wavelength� at any desired po-
sition in the structure.

Focusing in homogeneous media occurs when a sum of
plane waves is coherently added to interfere constructively
within a small spot and destructively over the rest of the
space. The smallest spot size that can be obtained depends on
the transverse wave vector of the plane waves, which is lim-
ited by the wavelength, �, and the refractive index of the
medium, n.

This restriction arises from the relation between the trans-
verse wave vector and the wave number kx

2+kz
2=n2� 2�

� �2

where kx represents the transverse wave vector and kz is the
wave number �propagation constant�. As any kx larger than
� 2�n

� � results in an imaginary propagation constant kz �i.e., a
nonpropagating field�, a beam cannot be focused to dimen-
sions smaller than the order of the wavelength in the me-
dium.

Conversely, metal-dielectric composites give rise to sur-
face plasmon-polaritons �SPP�. These are bound surface
waves that decay exponentially normal to the surface10 and,
hence, remain confined to dimensions much smaller than the
wavelength. Namely, these waves propagate along the metal-
dielectric interface with imaginary, kx enabling real propaga-
tion constant kz larger than � 2�n

� �. MDMLs, comprised of
nanometer-scale alternating layers of metal and dielectric
slabs, allow SPP tunneling, forming “plasmonic Bloch
modes” �Fig. 1�.11 At frequencies far from the plasmon
resonance,10 the MDML can be designed such that the pen-
etration depth in the dielectric is much larger than that in the
metal,8 in contrast to most layered metal-dielectric Metama-
terials applications.7,12,13 In this regime, the structure can be
considered as an array of dielectric waveguides evanescently
coupled through the metal slabs, where the wave propagation
is along the metal-dielectric interface �as opposed to Refs. 7,
12, and 13 where the propagation is normal to the inter-
faces�. Interestingly, the evanescent nature of the electric and
magnetic field in the direction normal to the surfaces allows
to shrink the metal and dielectric slabs to dimensions much
smaller than the wavelength, while still maintaining mode
propagation along the surfaces. Furthermore, since the sys-
tem is in the regime far from plasmon resonance, such modes
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can have long propagation length compared to the near-
resonance structures. This results in large �and real� Bloch K
vectors �up to � /D, with D being the structure period� asso-
ciated with moderate propagation constants kz �about two
times the wave number in vacuum�. Coherent interference of
these modes can produce a highly confined spot which is
limited only by the period size of the MDML.

The array under consideration is composed of alternating
thin films of air �30� and silver �20 nm�, with the metal
permittivity at �=1.55 �m being �m=−130+3.7i.14 The dif-
fraction relation of this system, showing the relations be-
tween kz and kx, is presented in Fig. 1�c� along with the
circularly symmetric diffraction relations of vacuum and sili-
con �with n=3.5�. The relations are normalized to the wave
vector in vacuum k0= � 2�n

� � and obtained by solving directly
Maxwell’s equation.8 Clearly, the MDML features a highly
anisotropic response, with the transverse wave vector extend-
ing up to kx�15k0.

The main challenge in such media is to couple efficiently
light from the diffraction-limited k vectors in a homogeneous
medium �e.g., air or dielectric with n�3.5� to the high k
vectors of the MDML �with kx�15k0�. Coupling light to the
waveguides by “head on” coupling �see Fig. 1�a�� results in
direct excitation of the transverse Bloch k vectors, kx. As the
wave vectors outside the MDML are limited by the refractive
index in the surrounding medium, the largest kx that can be
phase matched in the MDML cannot be larger than that out-
side. Even when carving the MDML with a lens shape,9 the
conservation of the momentum at the interface imposes an
upper limit to the excited kx, and the focal spot is once again
diffraction limited. On the other hand, coupling light from
the structure sides �“side coupling,” also presented in Fig.
1�a�� gives rise to excitation of the Bloch modes by phase
matching to the propagation constant, kz, that is conveniently
moderate in magnitude. This scheme is simulated in Fig. 2,
where a Bloch mode with a propagation constant kz=1.9k0 is
excited via “side coupling” from a surrounding dielectric

medium �refractive index of 2.2, e.g., ZnS�, by a
20-�m-wide Gaussian beam. The exciting plane wave is
tilted in an angle � such that its longitudinal wave vector
kz=n ·k0 ·cos � is equal to the propagation constant of the
Bloch mode with kz=1.9k0. Evidently, the phase matching
condition between the plane wave in the high-index dielec-
tric and the plasmonic Bloch wave in the MDML resides in
an efficient excitation of a mode with a spatial period of
about 150 nm, which corresponds to kx�5k0—well below
the diffraction limit in the surrounding medium. As all of the
modes’ effective indices �propagation constants divided by
the wave vector in vacuum, neff=kz /k0� are smaller than the
surrounding medium refractive index �see Fig. 1�c��, the
Bloch modes in this system can all be excited by simply
varying the angle of incidence of the Gaussian beam.

To understand the role of TR in the focusing mechanism,
we start by analyzing the wave propagation inside the peri-
odic metal-dielectric nanostructure: a highly confined wave
packet at the structure input can be considered as a coherent
interference of the system’s eigenmodes, noted by �n.
Namely, the field can be expressed as ��x�=�nan�n�x�
where an indicates the wave-packet projection on the mode
�n, which can be either the electric field, magnetic field or a
vector comprises both fields �see, e.g., Ref. 8�. In vacuum,
for example, the modes of the system are plane waves tilted
at different angles and represented by kx=k0 · sin �. The ei-
genvalues are kz=�k0

2−kx
2=k0 ·cos �. Likewise, in periodic

structures the modes will carry the characteristic system pe-
riodicity, where in MDML the wave propagation is at a form
of plasmonic Bloch modes.8,11

As each mode acquires different phase when propagating
in the waveguide array �depending on kz, see Fig. 1�c� for
vacuum, silicon and MDML�, the constituent modes of the
wave packet are no longer in phase and the wave packet
diffracts as it propagates. Its evolution after a propagation
distance d is given by ��x ,d�=�nan�n�x�e−i	nd, where 	n are
the eigenvalues and represent the propagation constants of
the nth mode of the system �replacing the notation kz�. The
question arising is whether it is possible to obtain this
mechanism in a reversed chronology so as to focus electro-
magnetic waves on a deep sub-� scale.15

The answer lies in the principle of TR.16 In a typical TR
experiment, a source emits a wave field which propagates
inside a medium and is recorded on a closed surface. The
signal is then flipped in time �similar to phase conjugation at

(a)

(c)

(b)

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematics of the MDML, exempli-
fying “Head on coupling ” and ”side coupling” approaches. �b�
Photonic SPP Bloch modes �magnetic field, Hŷ� associated with the
MDML. Top: Kx=0. Bottom: Kx=� /D. �c� “Diffraction relations”
of 20 nm Ag and 30 nm air MDML at 1.55 �m wavelength �Black
line�, compared with the equivalent relations in vacuum �red/gray
circle� and semiconductor with n=3.5 �blue/dark gray circle�. The
axes are normalized with the vacuum wave vector k0.

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� The modulus of the magnetic field
inside the waveguide array and in the host dielectric, exemplifying
the excitation of a Bloch mode. �b� The profile of the magnetic field
at the output of the waveguide array is shown in Fig. 2
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each frequency�, and sent back into the medium. It has been
shown that the waves created by the TR propagate backward
in the medium and focus at the same location as the original
source.17–19 Very recently, it has also been shown in micro-
wave frequencies that by placing the original source in a
disordered microstructured media, TR focusing can over-
come the diffraction limit.20 Here, we apply TR in the spatial
domain, i.e., we “reverse” the diffraction of a highly con-
fined beam at a single frequency, and focus near IR waves
down to a spot whose size is limited only by the period of the
waveguide array.

Interestingly, using TR together with “side coupling” be-
tween a high-index dielectric medium and the MDML, one
can focus the incident wave at any point in the array, simply
by controlling the fields at the interfaces between the MDML
and the host dielectric, evading the need to control the field
on a sub-� scale inside the plasmonic structure. For conve-
nience, we choose the focal point to be at the array output
face.

The principle of spatial TR for sub-� focusing is demon-
strated in Fig. 3 for the structure considered in Fig. 1. The
silver and air layer thickness are 20 and 30 nm, respectively.
The dielectric host has a refractive index of 2.2 �e.g., ZnS�
and its width is 2 �m on each side, corresponding to twice
the wavelength. This is to ensure that no evanescent wave
information is recorded.

As a first step, we excite a single waveguide of the
MDML from the output face �top of Fig. 3�a��. The light
tunnels between the waveguides as it propagates until it is
coupled out to the surrounding dielectric �Fig. 3�a��. The
emerging field �which is diffraction limited� is recorded at
the boundaries of the host dielectric �see Fig. 3�b�� and “time
reversed” �i.e., phase conjugated21�. Note that the spatial pe-
riod of the recorded field is of the order of 1.1 �m, which is

consistent with the fact that only diffraction-limited waves
are recorded �no evanescent contribution�. Experimentally,
the recorded pattern can then be applied to a spatial light
modulator �SLM� to transform an incident plane wave to the
sum of spatial frequencies �plane waves with the proper
phase relations� that create the “time-reversed” field. These
waves are coupled back to the periodic structure, exciting the
high spatial frequency modes that propagate “backwards” in
the array and interfere constructively to form a localized
beam at the exact location of the initial emitting source �Fig.
3�c��, which was chosen to be at the array output.

We underline a clear analogy between time reversal in the
temporal domain,16–19 and our approach which lies in the
spatial domain. While TR experiments have shown compen-
sation for temporal dispersion, our approach compensates for
spatial dispersion. This is to say, while in the time domain
each frequency component propagates backward at its own
phase velocity, compensating for the phase lag accumulated
in the emitting step, the same mechanism occurs here for the
spatial frequencies, propagating back with a propagation
constant of the same magnitude �and opposite sign�.

The time-reversed beam intensity at the MDML output is
plotted in �Fig. 3�d��. The intensity full width at half maxi-
mum �FWHM� is limited by the width of the dielectric wave-
guide, to 30 nm. Namely, the diffraction-limited waves in the
host dielectric �with n=2.2�, were transformed to high-K
waves in the metal-air nanostructure, realizing focusing of
near-IR radiation on a spot whose width is of the order of
� /50, � being the wavelength in free space.

Note that the focal spot created by TR �Figs. 3�c� and
3�d�� differ from the original sources in Fig. 3�a�. Namely,
weaker secondary spots �side lobes� are observed aside of the
focal spot. These are the result of the mode loss in the
MDML; as the high-�spatial� frequency modes suffer higher
loss, they dissipate during propagation more than their low-
frequency counterparts, resulting in imperfect TR. To coun-
teract this effect, one can use inverse filtering �IF�.22 Namely,
correcting the weight of each spatial frequency of the signal
recorded on the dielectric boundaries. This will result in a
perfect focal spot without side lobes.

The focusing efficiency �the ratio between the power in
the focal spot and the power input on the boundaries of the
dielectric host� can be estimated by dividing the power con-
tained in the focal spot by the total power of the incident
�diffraction limited� wave. We estimate the efficiency to be
around 15%, which is comparable to that of bulk wave con-
version to SPP in metal-coated tapered optical fiber.23 Natu-
rally, as the use of IF involves distributing more energy in
modes with higher loss, it increases the total propagation
loss, hence affecting the focusing efficiency.

Contrary to nanofocusing configurations which allow fo-
cusing to a single predetermined point, flexibility in the focal
position of plasmonic devices will be useful for various
applications.24 Our method enables flexibility in the position-
ing of the deep subwavelength focal spot. Similar to the focal
spot obtained at the center of the array in Fig. 3, the TR
operation can be used to focus beam on any position in the
array, simply by repeating the TR procedure for different
excitation positions. Each desired focus position will result
in a different corresponding diffraction-limited field pattern

( )( )

( ) ( )

(
)

(
)

FIG. 3. �Color online� Using time reversal for subwavelength
focusing. The red arrows indicate the propagation direction. �a� The
modulus of the magnetic field for excitation of a single waveguide
in the array �MDML�. The “source” is at the top center of the array
and the emerging field is recorded in the dielectric medium. �b� The
amplitude of the recorded magnetic field. �c� The modulus of the
magnetic field for excitation of the array with the time-reversed
field. �d� The electric-field intensity at the array output after TR.
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in the host dielectric. A focal spot “library” can then be re-
corded and used in order to dynamically control the position
of the focal spot in the waveguide array, allowing one to
“turn on” any waveguide in a MDML, while the achievable
resolution is only limited by the period of the array. This
concept is illustrated in Fig. 4, where we show the recorded
fields on the boundary of the dielectric medium, for three
different adjacent sources �Fig. 4�a��, as well as the corre-
sponding focal spots obtained by time reversal �Fig. 4�b��.
Although two adjacent foci are separated by only 1 period of
the array �i.e., 50 nm�, the recorded corresponding fields can
be clearly resolved, and contain the spatial information of
each focal point, allowing focusing at a resolution of 50 nm,
on 30-nm-wide focal spots. Since the system is lossy, focus-
ing on noncentered waveguides results in asymmetric and
hence broader focal spots �see Fig. 4�b��. This can be cor-
rected using IF or by modifying the pattern on each side of
the MDML.

Finally, we address the possible experimental implemen-
tation of this concept. While thin-film fabrication is already
well established, and the structure itself can be fabricated
using routine nanofabrication with low-index dielectric, tem-
poral time reversal has never been demonstrated in optical

frequencies as it is impossible to measure and control the
phase and amplitude of optical waves. In the spatial domain,
however, SLMs allow one to control the amplitude and phase
of an optical wave over thousands of pixels, and in fact, have
already been used to focus light through an opaque scattering
media, utilizing spatial TR for diffraction-limited focusing
through minimization algorithms.25 The patterns to be re-
corded and used on the SLM can be obtained by exciting any
waveguide in the array with a sharp tip, or simply by numeri-
cal simulation of such an excitation. The SLM can then be
used to modulate an incident plane wave, resulting in focus-
ing at the desired point. Such approach would allow the tun-
ability of the focal spot position with a speed limited by the
switching time of the SLMs, which can be lower than a
millisecond. This concept can be further expanded to two-
dimensional �2D� system, using e.g., sub-� nanohole
arrays.26 In fact, the concept of efficient conversion of high-
spatial frequency modes to diffraction-limited waves and
back can be utilized as an efficient “far-field superlens,”27

which will be able to record and image over long distances
2D objects with deep sub-� features.

To conclude, we have demonstrated a method based on
the high anisotropy of metal-dielectric multilayers that al-
lows one to couple efficiently bulk �low-spatial frequency�
plane waves to the high-spatial frequency modes of such
structures. Using time-reversal methods, we showed numeri-
cally that we are able to focus near IR waves down to a spot
limited by the period of the structure, which can be much
smaller than the wavelength in the surrounding medium. We
obtained focal spots as small as 1

50 of a wavelength, and were
able to control their position with a 50 nm resolution. We
believe that this concept can prove useful in many applica-
tions.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� The fields recorded in the dielectric
medium, for three different excitations of adjacent waveguides. �b�
The corresponding focal spots obtained by time reversal at the array
output
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